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Gas Industry
Innovation Award 2010

Baxi’s commitment to innovation, technology and

a range that includes traditional and contemporary

excellence has defined the company since 1866.

styles, from stand-alone units to suites and surrounds.

Creating efficient heating and hot water solutions is

Together with Baxi boilers, they provide a complete

all we think about. It’s the reason we’re always one

heating package.

step ahead and able to create products that meet
your needs.

Package Details
The original Baxi Bermuda Back Boiler Unit (BBU),
launched in 1966, was so practical and reliable that

Baxi Bermuda BBU HE

Baxi installations accounted for 80% of the back

Valor Dimension™ BBU Range of Firefronts

p 3, 8 & 9
p4-6

boilers installed in the UK. Times changed and so did
boilers, but with the introduction of our innovative new

Flue Kits & Installation

p10 - 11

Bermuda BBU HE we continue our tradition of back
boiler expertise. As the only high efficiency BBU in the
UK, it’s the easiest way to replace an existing BBU.

Optional Extras
Marble Back Panel and Hearths
Surround Sets/Surrounds

An integral part of a BBU solution is the Valor

Boiler Accessories

p6
p 7 & 12
p9

Dimension™ range of fires. Valor fires have been
keeping millions of homes warm and cosy since our
initial production of portable oil heaters in 1902.
Outstanding technological developments and continual
investment in product design have ensured Valor remain
at the forefront of the heating industry.
Part of the Baxi Group and one of the largest UK
manufacturers of electric fire products, Valor produce
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Flue Pull Cone

p10

Spacers and Rebated Surrounds

p13

Key features and benefits


Trusted, reliable Baxi back boiler technology, for

complete peace of mind


High efficiency back boiler, meeting all current

legislation
Flue
(10m and 12.5m options
available)



SEDBUK Band A rated, saves energy and reduces

>90%

heating bills


15kW heat output; modulating boiler adapts to

heat demand ensuring optimum performance at all
times


Room sealed appliance; eliminating the need for

air vents in the room


Built in condensate pump and no pump overrun

required, to ease installation
Surround
(various surround
sets/surrounds
available)



Factory set to enable easy boiler commissioning



Simple to use external boiler controls located on

the dedicated Valor Dimension™ firefront


Single piece flexible concentric flue; eliminates the

need to provide flue inspection access
Baxi Bermuda Back Boiler
Unit (BBU HE)

Valor Dimension™ BBU Firefront
(various options
available in the range)



2 year warranty *



Quiet in operation

*Subject to registration and an annual service

$?QWRMDGR 
CDDGAGCLRRMPSL
Benefits of replacing an old BBU
with a Baxi Bermuda BBU HE


The simplest, most convenient way to replace a BBU
- No need to re-site the boiler and modify the pipe work
- No loss of valuable kitchen cupboard space
- No major disruption or redecoration to the property
- The only like-for-like replacement in the UK



It's the only high efficiency BBU in the UK
- Fully compliant with Building Regulations Part L
- Saves energy – replacing an old boiler can save up
to a quarter on an annual fuel bill *
*Energy Saving Trust, August 2009
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5?JMP#GKCLQGML !!4'$1?LEC
TM

Valor DimensionTM Regalia with Olympia Surround
Featured on Front Cover Valor DimensionTM Dream with Clarissa Oak Surround

Give your fireplace a new
dimension with the Valor
Dimension™ range of fires
The Baxi Bermuda BBU HE has been specifically

name in home heating. It’s a totally new way of enjoying
the atmosphere that only a real fire can create – all at
the press of a button.

Key features and benefits


Revolutionary, patented fuel bed, with 'real fire effect'



Traditional and contemporary fire front designs



Running costs for the fire using the 'effect', are
less than 2p per day



Heat outputs of 1kW and 2kW

Valor Dimension range offers both traditional and



No servicing required

contemporary styles, backed by the quality, reliability



The BBU firefront range is a unique range dedicated
to the Baxi Bermuda Back Boiler Unit package

designed to work with the Valor Dimension™ range of
BBU Firefronts. The new Dimension range of electric
TM

Firefronts from Valor uses cutting edge technology
to create the world’s most authentic ‘real fire effect’.
Redefining the market for fuel effect electric fires, the
TM

and peace of mind you would expect from the leading
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PC?JDGPCCDDCARRF?RK?ICQ?
PC?JQR?RCKCLR

Nano

Regalia

Nano’s sleek stylish appeal and clean lines allow the
TM

innovative Dimension

effect to take centre stage.

Designed with total attention to detail the Regalia has
>AAJ?NA=PA@PKNAA?P=JKNECEJ=HOPUHA3E?PKNE=J=N?D

1DACAJANKQOLNKHAKBPDAEJOAPEJH=UOLANBA?PHUBN=IA

NALH=?A &POAHAC=JP?KJPKQNOI=GA=OP=PAIAJPPD=P

PDABQHH@ALPDNA=HNAABBA?PPK?NA=PA=IK@ANJ=J@

EOJAEPDANBQOOUJKN=I>KU=JP=J@SEHHBKNI=J=PQN=H

sophisticated style.

centrepiece to any room.

Innova

Lyrica

4DAPDANEPOOSEP?DA@KJKNKBBPDA&JJKR=NAI=GAO

1DA)UNE?=@AOECJEOEJOLENA@>UPN=@EPEKJ=HNA@KCO=J@

a style statement. The elegant glass and silver design,

incorporates them into a free-standing fret design. It

?KI>EJA@SEPDNA=HNAABBA?PPA?DJKHKCU ?NA=PAO=J

creates an imposing feature that establishes a sense of

extraordinary focal point for any room. Innova can be

tradition without intricate detailing.

wall mounted or hearth mounted.

Can be remote controlled
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Bermuda BBU HE

#GQAMTCP RFC @C?SRWMD5?JMPDGPCQ

BLACK

GOLD

BRASS

CHROME

BLACK

Dream

Classica

From its solid cast iron fascia with plating, to the faithful

The Classica combines a traditional solid cast iron

JEODEJC=J@D=J@?N=BPOI=JODEL !NA=IODECDMQ=HEPU

B=O?E=SEPD=QPDAJPE?D=J@JEODEJC=J@DKJAOP

showcases timeless beauty along with Valor’s cutting

materials, to create a design that is both modern

edge technology.

and simple.

PEWTER

2MJM /PM!?AI/?LCJ?LB'C?PRF
*=P?DUKQN?DKE?AKBNA=J@OQNKQJ@SEPD=>=?GL=JAH=J@DA=NPD 1DA>=?GL=JAHHHOPDAOL=?A>APSAAJPDANAand
OQNNKQJ@SDEHOPPDADA=NPDEOLKOEPEKJA@KJPDAKKNPKOQLLKNPPDANAOQNNKQJ@

CREAM MICRO MARBLE

BLACK GRANITE

WHITE MICRO MARBLE

Revolutionary new Solo-Pro marble or granite solution on a lightweight frame provides a hearth and back panel that is
HECDPAN=J@OPNKJCANPD=J>KJ@A@I=N>HA &PHKKGOOPQJJEJC=J@?=J>APPA@OEILHU=J@MQE?GHUSEPDKQPPDAJAA@
for expert DAHL &P?=JATL=J@BKNQOASEPDIIKNIINALH=?AKLAJEJCO=J@EO=R=EH=>HAEJ>H=?GCN=JEPA 
cream or white micro marble.

Can be remote controlled
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2RWJGQFQSPPMSLBGLEQDMP?LWFMKC
CDKKOAPDALANBA?P@AOECJPK?KILHAIAJPUKQN?DKE?AKBNA 0AHA?P=OQNNKQJ@=J@I=P?DEPPK=>=?GL=JAH=J@DA=NPD
KNJ@=OQNNKQJ@PD=P?KIAOSEPD>=?GL=JAH=J@DA=NPDEJ?HQ@A@ /A>=PA@OQNNKQJ@O=NA=R=EH=>HABKNLNKLANPEAOSDANAPDA
chimney space cannot accommodate the BBU HE and the Valor DimensionTMNAAJCEJA -HA=OAOAAL=CABKN@AP=EHO

MAHOGANY

OAK

MAPLE

Medway Surround Set

Calista Surround

Teviot Surround Set

The Medway provides the quality of

The Calista comes in four easy to

The Teviot provides the quality of a

a real wood veneer surround and

assemble pieces and the 150mm

real wood veneer surround and

hearth, while the fully assembled

(6") rebated Oak version ensures

hearth, while the fully assembled

surround sets, which come complete

additional space is available for the

surround sets, which come complete

with hearth and backpanel, save time

NANA=NSDANANAMQENA@ 1DA =HEOP=

with hearth and backpanel, save time

on installation. A 75mm (3") rebate

EO=HOKOQLLHEA@SEPDTEJCOPNELOBKN

on installation. A 75mm (3") rebate

ensures additional space is available

Solo-Pro back panels and hearths.

ensures additional space is available

BKNPDANANA=NSDANANAMQENA@

Finishes also available in

Finishes also available in

MAHOGANY

NATURAL OAK

BKNPDANANA=NSDANANAMQENA@
Finishes also available in
WHITE

Clarissa Surround

Olympia Surround

Barcelona Surround

Understated elegance in an Oak

Olympia's classic design can be used

A revolutionary lightweight granite

JEOD PDA H=NEOO=?KIAOEJBKQN

in both period and modern interiors.

solution that provides the height of

pieces for ease of installation, and is

It's a revolutionary lightweight marble

contemporary style. The Barcelona

OQLLHEA@SEPDTEJCOPNELOBKN0KHK

solution that comes in cream micro

comes in a natural granite veneer

Pro back panels and hearths.

marble veneer and three easy to

and three easy to assemble pieces.

assemble pieces.

A 150mm (6") rebated version is
available to provide additional space
BKNPDANANA=NSDANANAMQENA@
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The 3D diagram below displays the key components of the Baxi Bermuda BBU HE.
1. Automatic Air Vent

11. Fan

2. Flue Connection

12. Drain

3. Spark Generator (located behind PCB)

13. Return Connection

4. Spark & Sensing Electrodes (located behind PCB)

14. Air Sampling Point

5. Heat Exchanger (located behind PCB)

15. Flue Sampling Point

6. User Interface Connector

16. Flow Connection

7. Control Wiring Connector

17. Condensate Outlet

8. Condensate Sump

18. PCB Control Box

9. Gas Cock

19. Boiler Control (cover open)

10. Condensate Pump
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Boiler dimensions

Baxi Bermuda BBU HE

m3/hr
kW Max Gross
kW Max Net
kW Max
kW Max

Band
mg/kWh
Volts/Hz

Watts
Amps
Amps

mm
mm

15mm compression
Yes
No
20
1.63
17.1
15.38
15
15.7
 
A
5
31
230/50Hz
Yes
4 core wire
112
3
3.15
IPXO
not required
No
22 male copper
10
Yes (pressure operated)
no inverted pipework permitted
Yes

mm
m

100
10 or 12.5

kg
kg

27
28

Sales Code

720111701

Connections
& Fittings

Flue Sampling
Point

H
Connections
& Fittings

W
D

W (Width) = 430mm
including connections
& fittings

D (Depth) = 330mm
including flue sampling
point

H (Height) = 550mm
including air vent

Site requirements†
Builders
Opening

595mm
(Regalia firefront
ONLY - 575mm )

mm

710153301
Yes
Factory Preset
Yes

Fireplace
Opening

490mm
560mm min

SURROUND OR FINISHED
WALL FACE

HEARTH
LEVEL

Solid, non combustible
hearth to support the boiler,
as specified in BS 5871.

630mm min height
inside builders opening

Heat Output CH Non Condensing
Heat Output CH Condensing
0A=OKJ=H"B?EAJ?U
SEDBUK Rating
Nox Class
Nox Levels
ELECTRICAL
Electrical Supply
Permanent Live Required
Electrical Cable Required
Power Consumption
External Fuse Rating
Internal Fuse Rating
Ingress Protection Rating
Pump Overrun
MECHANICAL & HYDRAULIC
Compartment Ventilation Required
Flow & Return Pipe Size
Condensate Discharge Pipe Connection
Bypass Required
Vertical Pipe Route
CH System Inhibitor Required
CONCENTRIC FLUE SYSTEM
Outside Diameter
Max Equivalent Length Vertical
WEIGHTS
Max Installer Lift Weight
Gross Packaged Boiler Weight
ACCESSORIES
Right Hand Plumb Kit

Air Vent

Sales Code

630mm min

CONTROLS
Boiler
Concealed User Controls
User Adjustable CH Temperature
LED Status/Fault Diagnosis Display
GAS
Gas Supply Pipe Size
Natural Gas
LPG (Butane/Propane)
Nominal Inlet Supply Pressure
Maximum Gas Rate
Heat Input Central Heating

450mm min
400mm min (with spacer)
486mm min (Regalia ONLY)

Site requirements†
1 To accommodate the firefront without the need for additional spacers, there must be a gap of at least 94mm from the surround or finished face to the front
of the boiler.
2 If necessary this gap can be increased by the use of spacer Kits. Each spacer increases the effective depth of the opening by up to 50mm. Alternatively, a
range of rebated fire surrounds are available (please see page 13 for details).
3 Where surveys highlight that space is restricted versus minimum site requirements, the use of rebated surrounds is recommended.
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%GRRGLERFCDJSC
The Baxi Bermuda BBU HE is only suitable for use with the following flue kits:
#CQAPGNRGML

2NCAGA?RGML

10m Concentric Flexible Flue
12.5m Concentric Flexible Flue
Flue Pull Cone *

.##GKCLQGMLQ

Complete with terminal
Complete with terminal

100mm
100mm
100mm

2?JCQ"MBC
710143901
710144001
720111801

* The flue pull cone must be used for pulling the concentric flexible flue down the chimney. The flue pull cone can then be retained for future installations.

The Baxi Bermuda BBU HE
%JSC*GR
1.

Terminal Cap

2.

Flue Duct Adaptor

3.

Air Cowl

4.

Air Duct Collar

5.

Air Duct Clamp

6.

Closure Plate

7.

Boiler Adaptor

4

8.

60mm O Seal

5

9.

Collar Securing Screws x 4

10.

100mm O Seal

11.

60mm O Flue Duct
not shown

12.

100mm O Air Duct
not shown

13.

'C' Clip

1

8

2

3

9

6

8

10

7

13
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%JSC(LQR?JJ?RGML&SGBC
1. Points 2-6 cover general guidelines for flue installation.

4. The flue must have a minimum vertical height of 3m

For more detailed recommendations, please refer to BS

and have no bends greater than 45°. No horizontal runs

5440 Part 1 (GB) or I.S. 813 'Domestic Gas Installations'

are permitted.

(IE).
5. The terminal must be sited so that free passage of air
2. Only one of the two available concentric vertical flue kits

across it can occur at all times.

approved for use with the Baxi Bermuda BBU HE can
be used. Proprietary flue systems, terminals or adaptors
etc, should NOT be used.

6. The terminal must be a minimum of 150mm from any
other terminals or obstructions (A). When adjacent to
windows or openings on pitched or flat roofs it must be

3. The available flue kits are intended for installation within

at least 600mm away (B). A minimum dimension of

an existing chimney. This should be clean and sound.

2000mm must be maintained when below windows or

Previous flue installations (liners, dampeners) should

openings in pitched roofs (C).

be removed.
Position

Distance (mm)

A

150

B

600

C

2000
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5?JMP%GPC 2SPPMSLB !?AI/?LCJ
?LB'C?PRF3CAFLGA?J2NCAGDGA?RGML
FIRES

JJKC?QSPCKCLRQEGTCLGLKK

,MBCJ
%GPCMLJW!MGJCP%GPC %?QAG?'CGEFR %?QAG?6GBRF%?QAG?#CNRF$LEGLC#CNRF2N?ACP#CNRF
Valor DimensionTM Regalia BBU Firefront 
05847A1 720331401
720
600
45
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Innova BBU Firefront
0584711 720331301
632
542
38
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Classica Brass BBU Firefront  0584721 720330701
615
512
51
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Classica Pewter BBU Firefront  0584701 720330801
615
512
51
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Classica Black BBU Firefront  05847B1 720330901
615
512
51
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Dream Gold BBU Firefront 
05847C1 720331001
636
518
79
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Dream Chrome BBU Firefront  05847D1 720331101
636
518
79
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Dream Black BBU Firefront  05847E1 720331201
636
518
79
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Lyrica BBU Firefront 
0584511 720331601
612
510
74
144
50
Valor DimensionTM Nano Chrome BBU Firefront  0584521 720331501
616
512
49
144
50

SURROUNDS* AND ACCESSORIES
,MBCJ
Calista Oak 6" Rebate Surround
Barcelona Black 6" Rebate Solo-pro Surround
Calista Oak Surround
Calista Mahogany Surround
Clarissa Oak Surround
Barcelona Black Surround
Olympia Cream Surround
Teviot White Surround Set
Teviot Maple Surround Set
Medway Oak Surround Set
Medway Mahogany Surround Set
Solo-Pro 48" Hearth with Back Panel Black
Solo-Pro 48" Hearth with Back Panel Cream
Solo-Pro 48" Hearth with Back Panel White
Classica, Lyrica, Nano & Innova Spacer Kit
Regalia Spacer Kit
Dream Spacer Kit
Right Hand Plumb Kit
BBU Wall Fascia ^
I KJ?AJPNE?#HATE>HAQA
 I KJ?AJPNE?#HATE>HAQA
Flue Pull Cone #

JJKC?QSPCKCLRQEGTCLGLKK
/?PR-SK@CP
05070P3
0507052
05070B1
05070C1
05070A1
05070M2
05070G2
05070W3
05070X2
05070X3
05070Y2
0507011
0507001
0507012
5135632
5135633
5135634
720111701
05847H1


720111801

'CGEFR
6GBRF
#CNRF
1084
1230
220
1032
1170
200
1084
1230
190
1084
1230
190
1097
1230
190
1032
1170
150
1055
1180
170
1100
1200
380
1100
1200
380
1100
1200
380
1100
1200
380
990
1220
375
990
1220
375
990
1220
375
610
503
50
715
586
50
625
504
50
N/A
N/A
N/A
750
650
157
,!!EIAJOEKJII?KILHAPASEPDPANIEJ=H
,!!EIAJOEKJII?KILHAPASEPDPANIEJ=H
OD Dimension 100mm (complete with terminal)

1C@?RC
150
150
75/25
75/25
75/25
25
25
75
75
75
75
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

*Please note that a fire surround (new or existing) is required to complete the installation in order to conceal the builders opening.

 This fire is floor standing only.
This fire can e wall mounted or floor standing.
^ For use with the Innova fire surround.
# the flue pull cone must be used for pulling the concentric flexible flue down the chimney. The flue pull cone can then be retained for future installations
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Valor DimensionTM Lyrica Brass with Medway Surround

2N?ACPQ?LB1C@?RCB2SPPMSLBQ
When fitting a BBU HE unit with a Valor DimensionTM fire engine, both the unit and the back of the fire need to be contained within
the chimney space. For installations where this space is not sufficient there are two options available:
1. Using a rebated surround: This is the simplest and most discrete solution. Rebated surrounds have a smaller inside return on
both the legs and top panel. This allows the back panel to sit further forward, away from the wall, creating a larger space for the
BBU HE and DimensionTM fire engine.
2. Using spacer kits: If a rebated surround is not an option, either because the customer wishes to keep their existing surround,
or has selected a surround that is not available with a rebate, an additional spacer kit can be used. In these instances, the back
panel is fitted as normal, and the DimensionTM fire engine which is visible beyond the back panel is covered with an additional
spacer kit. The BBU HE spacer kits are 50mm deep, and can be joined together to achieve the required depth.

6

6

6

1

1
5

2

2

2

BBU HE

3

4

BBU HE

3

BBU HE

4

3

4

Standard BBU HE

BBU HE with

BBU HE with

installation

rebated surround

additional spacers

1. Standard surround

3. Spacer frame

5. Rebated surround

2. Valor DimensionTM firefront

4. Valor DimensionTM fire engine

6. Flue

Controls
A remote control is supplied with the Regalia, Innova, Classica and Dream fires. The
Lyrica and Nano models have built in manual controls. Both the remote control and
the manual control allow settings for 'On/Off', ‘Effect Only’, ‘Low 1kW heating’ and
‘High 2kW heating’.
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JRCPL?RGTC2MJSRGMLQ
To ensure all heating and hot water demands are satisfied, and the new BBU installation runs smoothly, it is important that
you assess the minimum site requirements. To help you with the assessment, please refer to the site survey on page 18.
It will help you determine whether a replacement BBU is the most appropriate application and which components you need.
If the BBU HE does not meet your requirements, Baxi Group has the solution for you.

The Baxi Group
Baxi Group is one of Europe's biggest manufacturers and distributors of domestic and commercial water and space
heating systems. The group includes some of the best known and most respected brands in the heating industry: Baxi,
Elson, Heatrae Sadia, Valor, Andrews Water Heaters, Santon and Potterton Commercial .

Baxi Boilers
If the property doesn’t meet the minimum site requirements for the installation of a Baxi Bermuda BBU HE, you can still
take advantage of our range of high efficiency boilers to update your system. They are all built to the same high standard
of quality, reliability and efficiency.

>90%

Baxi Duo-tec Combi HE A

>UF+BD>L1VPQBJ&# A

>90%

Baxi Solo HE A

Baxi’s award winning range of high

Baxi’s system boiler range is available

Baxi’s heat only boiler range is

AB?EAJ?U?KI>E>KEHANOEO=R=EH=>HA

in 15, 18, 24, 28 and 32 kW outputs.

available in 12, 15, 28, 24 and

in 24, 28, 33 and 40 kW outputs.

LPG Models are also available.

30 kW outputs.

LPG Models are also available.
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>90%

Heatrae Sadia Cylinders
For your hot water storage needs, put your trust in a stainless steel cylinder from Heatrae Sadia, the UK’s leading
manufacturer of hot water systems and home of the Megaflo unvented systems. Heatrae Sadia offers the best in innovation,
quality and reliability – backed up by a lifetime cylinder leak warranty.

+BD>L&#

Megalife Vented

+BD>L1VPQBJQ

1DA*AC=K%"EO=JQJRAJPA@

The Megalife HE is a vented cylinder

1DA*AC=K0UOPAIPEO=LNA LHQI>A@

cylinder, delivers mains pressure

available in 100-210 litre capacities

RANOEKJKBPDA*AC=K%"=J@EO

hot water and is available in

in both direct and indirect versions

designed to reduce on-site installation

70-300 litre capacities in both

time. It is available in 125 -300 litre

direct and indirect versions

capacities.

Valor Fires
To complete your replacement installation, create that all important focal point in the living room with a gas or electric fire
from Valor. Valor’s wide range of gas and electric fires and stoves come in a variety of style fronts to offer something for every
taste, from contemporary designs to traditional cast iron fires.

Valor Gas Fires

Valor Stoves

Valor Suites and
Surrounds

Valor Dream
&VAOL>JB

Valor's wide range of gas

The Valor solid fuel stove

3=HKNKBBANO=N=JCAKBNA

This unique product

NAOKBBANODECDAB?EAJ?U

range is the authentic

suites in a variety of

provides the real fire look

and exceptional heat

heating experience which

JEODAOOQEP=>HABKN=JU

but works like a radiator –

output. Valor has a variety

provides both performance

living space. Valor has a

it installs directly to the

of design and style options

and reliability.

wide selection of surrounds

central heating circuit with

to suit all living spaces and

suitable for both gas and

an output of up to 2kW.

chimney types.

AHA?PNE?NAO

Valor Hydroflame can
replace an existing gas fire
to provide a safe and
controllable heat source
when replacing an existing
back boiler.

%MPDSPRFCPGLDMPK?RGMLTGQGRUUU@?VGEPMSNAMKSI
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Bermuda BBU HE

DRCPQ?JCQQSNNMrR
heateam is Baxi Group’s own team of engineers who offer customers complete peace of mind by providing free support
during the warranty period. heateam also offers a range of services for out-of-warranty appliances. No-one is more
qualified to repair or service a Baxi appliance.
^heateam employs over 280 engineers providing
nationwide coverage

heateam achieved seventh place in the
2010 Top 50 Call Centres for Customer
Service following the UK's biggest ever

^heateam’s service centre is open 7 days per week,

call centre benchmarking exercise.

363 days per year
^heateam offers priority technical support to installers

The study was conducted by

registered with the Gas Safe Register via our trade

independent market research company

technical advice line

GfK, who made 18,500 mystery shopper
enquiries to the call centres to identify

^heateam supports all Baxi Group appliances, with

the best performers. Each call centre

unrivalled expertise in our own heating products

was rated, using over 50 criteria, on

^heateam vans are fully stocked with Baxi Group spare
parts, we can repair appliances on the first visit 95% of

timeliness, ease of use, reliability, staff knowledge and
personal service and awarded a customer service rating.

the time
heateam has been been given this award for the last two
^heateam only uses official Baxi Group spare parts –
quality and safety are always our prime concern

years showing on-going commitment to providing top
class to all its customers.

UUUFC?RC?KAMSI
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!?VG!CPKSB?!!4'$2GRC
2SPTCW%MPK
To help with a simple installation complete the site survey overleaf.

Please cut here

(To be completed by a Gas Safe Registered installer.)
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Bermuda BBU HE

!?VG!CPKSB?!!4'$2GRC2SPTCW%MPK
NB: If the answer is NO to any of the points below then read the adjacent comments for further guidance.

Yes No Comments
Is the gas supply natural gas?

No LPG model currently available.

&OPDA>KEHANPPA@PK=BQHHULQILA@OUOPAI

If the heating system is a gravity hot water pumped
heating system it must be converted to a fully
pumped system Y or S Plan.

&OPDAKS=J@NAPQNJ?KJJA?PEKJKJPDA
left hand side of the boiler? (looking at the boiler)

If the existing pipe work is connected from the right
hand side then the optional extra pipe work kit may
be required to facilitate installation.

Does the system incorporate a bypass?

A pressure operated bypass will be required if the
IEJEIQIKSN=PAEOHKSANPD=J HEPNA IEJQPA

Is the boiler installed to a Class 1 Flue?

225mm x 225mm (9" x 9") brick or 175mm (7")
O=HPCH=VA@HEJA@QAEONAMQENA@

Check builders opening (see comments) .

630mm height, 560mm width, 450mm depth is the
minimum size of the builders opening. If only the
minimum depth is available a range of spacer kits or
NA>=PA@OQNNKQJ@O=NA=R=EH=>HABKNPDANABNKJPOAA
page 13 of the Baxi Bermuda BBU HE brochure).
 1
 DAIEJEIQINALH=?AKLAJEJCOEVAEOII
(Regalia 575mm) height x 490mm width. If installing
SEPDIEJEIQINALH=?A@EIAJOEKJOLNKREOEKJSEHHJAA@
to be made for access to the gas service cock and
inlet test point. The surround will need to be removed
to allow access for installation of the BBU.

&O=JATEOPEJCNAOQNNKQJ@EJOP=HHA@OAA?KIIAJPO 

The boiler will require a 3 amp permanent live as well
as a switched live feed from the same source to
operate satisfactorily.

!KAOPDAATEOPEJCNAD=RA=JAHA?PNE?HECDPABBA?P

 1DANASEHHNAMQENA=OAL=N=PA=ILOQLLHU

Is there a 13 amp socket in close proximity to the
ATEOPEJCNA=J@>KEHANHK?=PEKJOAA?KIIAJPO



*A=OQNA=J@?DA?GPDAQAHAJCPD=J@EPOL=PD 
OAA?KIIAJPO 







Is there a waste drain point close to the boiler
location? (see comments) .
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150mm clearance is required from the BBU
QAPANIEJ=HPK=J=@F=?AJPPANIEJ=H

 1DANA=NA?KJ?AJPNE?QAOUOPAIGEPO=R=EH=>HA 
IAPNA=J@ IAPNA>KPDSEPD=IEJEIQIQA
length of 3 metres. These lengths may be cut shorter

>QP?=JJKP>AATPAJ@A@>AUKJ@PDAENOLA?EA@HAJCPD


The boiler incorporates a sump pump for the
removal of condensate. The pump can lift
condensate vertically 2.5 metres (as measured from
the case outlet of the boiler.) Any horizontal run
should be kept as short as practicable with a
miniumum of 3 degrees on all gravity falls.
For guidance on maximum horizontal runs and
number of elbows please refer to Baxi's Installation
Instructions at www.baxi.co.uk.

Please cut here

Will there be a clearance of 150mm from the
2QAPANIEJ=HPK=J=@F=?AJPPANIEJ=H

3P?GLGLE
As part of our Baxi boiler training days, Baxi offers a Baxi Bermuda BBU HE training course for Gas Safe Registered
installers. The hands-on course will take you through all the components of the BBU, flue system and fire front. It covers
the system and site requirements, gas and electrical supply, as well as installation of boiler, flue and fire. The course also
takes you through key BBU diagnostics.

On completion of the course delegates will be able to:
^2J@ANOP=J@PDA=TEANIQ@=2%"=J@DKSEPSKNGO
^A=>HAPKEJOP=HHPDA>=?G>KEHAN BHQA=J@BENABNKJP
^2J@ANOP=J@PDAOAMQAJ?AKBKLAN=PEKJKB=>=?G>KEHAN
The skills you gain will enable fast, trouble-free installation, increase confidence in the servicing, maintenance and
trouble-shooting of appliances and lead to complete customer satisfaction in your services and our products.

Who should attend?
Heating engineers, installers, maintenance engineers and specifiers who require a greater knowledge and understanding
of the Baxi Bermuda BBU HE and to capitalise on the opportunity this product presents.

Suggested prior knowledge or understanding
Knowledge of heating and hot water systems. ACS or equivalent qualification.

Baxi Group Training
Our training facilities are centres of excellence for the heating industry. They offer hands-on experience and expert
in-depth tuition. Our courses cover everything from high efficiency boilers, unvented water systems, recognising and
repairing appliance faults, through to electrics, using multimeters and renewable energy products.
We endeavour to provide training courses that are convenient, flexible and effective. We want you to leave with in-depth
knowledge and understanding of our products, that’s why we offer to tailor our courses to suit your specific needs,
ensuring your time spent with us is worthwhile.

For a full list of courses and locations visit

UUU@?VGEPMSNRP?GLGLEAMKMPA?JJ
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Contact us
For all enquiries, please call

0844 871 1525
email: info@baxi.co.uk
visit: www.baxi.co.uk
Open Monday - Friday, 8am - 6pm.
Weekends and Bank Holidays, 8.30am - 2pm.
We are closed Christmas Day & New Years Day.

To book for a training course
please call

0845 600 7402
Open Monday - Thursday, 8.30am - 5pm.
Friday, 8.30am - 4.30pm.
Please note calls may be monitored or recorded

Baxi, Brooks House,
Coventry Road, Warwick CV34 4LL

www.baxi.co.uk
Valor, Wood Lane, Erdington,
Birmingham, B24 9QP

www.valor.co.uk

This Brochure is printed on paper sourced
from well managed forests and other controlled
sources. This Brochure is printed using vegetable
based inks. Please recycle this Brochure when
you have finished with it.

Baxi policy is one of continual improvement and development. The right to change
specification and appearance without prior notice is reserved. The reproduction of
colours is as accurate as photographic and printing processes allow.
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